
Please note this Sheffield City Council Kickstart vacancy bulletin is updated regularly - contact the Opportunity Sheffield team if you
require further information around any role. If you wish to find out more about a vacancy below please contact

opportunity@sheffield.gov.uk or if you would like to express an interest in applying for any of the vacancies or
apprenticeships listed please send your CV to opportunity@sheffield.gov.uk (unless stated otherwise)

Please include the vacancy reference number and account manager of the position you wish to apply for in your email.

Post
Code

Job Title/ Vacancy
ID/ Wage

Job Description Closing
Date

Account
Manager

Contact Details

S2 1UE Kickstart Content
Creator and
Marketing

VAC2021102971

£4.55 - £8.20

25 hours per week
Shifts to be organised with the chosen individual but more likely to be
9am-4pm with an hour break each day.

Lloyd Langford Expedition Training is an outdoor services, education and
training provider. Based in Sheffield but operating nationally, we run a
number of adventure, technical skills and National Governing Body
recognised courses, weekend adventures and foreign expeditions. We’re
proud to boast a relaxed and professional approach to helping our clients
learn and achieve their goals during our courses.
Here at Lloyd Langford Expedition Training we are looking to hire a
content creator and marketing assistant through the governments
kickstart program. This role will be supporting the directors in daily
processes surrounding the advertisement and marketing of the company

17/09/2021 Asima Zahir Via your work coach
at JCP
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activities. A 6 month role to start that will progress into a full time roll for
the right candidate. Responsibilities but not limited too:
•Maintain the automation, presentation and organisation of the online
email marketing campaign and mailing list system
•Ensure the email marketing campaign’s content is updated, relevant
and industry and geographically targeted.
•Liaise with business development assistant(s) to ensure leads and
professional contacts are appropriately managed and where relevant
targeted
•Manage our social media platform, both in terms of producing and
distributing content but also in services advertising and expanding our
social media presence
•Managing the upkeep of our website, updating content and e-commerce
system
•Liaise with business development assistant(s) to provide weekly and
monthly reports on business progress to help directors inform decisions.
•Distribute both digital and physical marketing material to
current/potential industry clients

S1 2DE Kickstart Sales
Representative x2

VAC2020102394

£4.55- £8.20 per hour

40 hours per week Monday - Friday
Mak Tok is an award-winning artisan chilli paste supplier founded by Will
Chew in 2017. The company supplies its products to the retail as well as
hospitality industry nationally and internationally. Through its recent
successful investment from serial entrepreneur, Sara Davies MBE, the
company is currently expanding its reach in the FMCG world and
investing in the growth of its core team.

● To build a strong, committed team that is independent and
interdependent within the organisation.

● To create long-term job opportunities for the vulnerable group.
● To equip individuals valuable transferrable skills across the area

of sales, marketing, PR and digital (eComm).
● To give individuals the experience of working in a flat organisation

where the team gets to work with the founders and investors
directly on a daily basis.

06/09/2021 Asima Zahir Via your work coach
at JCP



● Generate new leads and following-up with potential and existing
clients whilst providing exceptional customer service

● Planning and executing sales strategy to achieve company’s
monthly and yearly sales goals.

● Work collaboratively with the marketing team to come out with
marketing strategies through understanding the clients’ needs,
competitor analysis, and current market development.

● Possess in-depth product knowledge and have the ability to
present them through virtual presentation or hands-on demos
effectively.

● Coordinate with the wider sales team to ensure the company's
standard is met

● Adapt to the changes in the job scope in line with the growth of
the company.

S2 5QX Kickstart - Support
Engineer

VAC2021102888

£9.23 per hour

9am - 5.30pm Monday to Friday
37 Hours

As a Support Engineer, you’ll be right in the middle of the action:
part-troubleshooter, part-analyst and part engineer, you’ll have the
opportunity to deploy all of your diverse skill-sets and interests, ultimately
helping our customers to succeed with our products. You’ll report to our
Head of Product, though will work primarily within our Customer Success
team.

During onboarding, you’ll partner with our Customer Success Managers
to assist with the technical aspects of account set-up.

Once customers are onboarded, you’ll then be on-hand to reactively
troubleshoot and resolve technical challenges where our Customer
Success Managers ask for help.  You’ll also proactively keep an eye on
some tech-focussed customer health checks to spot potential problems
with our customers’ product implementations before they do.

30/08/2021 Asima Zahir Via your work coach
at JCP



You’ll become intimately familiar with our APIs and provide hands-on
assistance to our data partners who will be looking for technical help with
their integrations. You’re also going to become very good at writing SQL
queries to query databases!

You’ll be able to speak “two languages”, as you will need to act as a
liaison between our customers, our customer success managers and our
engineering team. You’ll be able to communicate in engineering jargon
and non-technical language, and also be able to translate between the
two.

S4 7UQ Kickstart - Developer

VAC2020102257

£10.00 per hour

Normal working hours agreed 09:00 to 17:30 (7.5 hours per day); weekly
work pattern to be agreed

Environmental Monitoring Solutions Ltd (EMS) provides environmental
compliance monitoring and management services to blue chip clients
across a broad spectrum of sectors.
EMS installs, operates and maintains an array of monitoring instruments
globally. The data accumulated by these instruments is collected by a
number of agents; locally using PLCs and eDAS (EMS’s proprietary data
acquisition system), manually by field teams, via telemetry, or via API
from the instrument manufacturer’s servers. The data is processed and
presented to customers in an agreed way; this could be an online
dashboard (eDAS Web), included in a report or delivered periodically by
email.
The Developer would be required to maintain existing data systems,
improving them where possible, and develop new systems as the
requirement arises. They would also be heavily involved in building
bespoke systems, based on the eDAS Site template, for customer
applications. For all products and services, the role will involve creating
and maintaining basic documentation.
Job Role
•30 hours (80% full-time), under government Kickstart scheme
•6 month fixed term contract initially

31/08/2021 Bill Hilton Via your work coach
at JCP



•Based in Sheffield, with remote working considered
•Normal working hours agreed 09:00 to 17:30 (7.5 hours per day);
weekly work pattern to be agreed
•On-site parking
•Maintain existing data acquisition systems
•Provide bug fixes and improvements to systems
•Build customer systems for deployment on customer sites
•Assist with installations and debugging of customer applications
•Develop and maintain documentation of both customer and internal
system
•Provide technical support and training

S4 7UQ Kickstart - Digital
Communications

Assistant

VAC2020102258

£10.00 per hour

Normal working hours agreed 09:00 to 17:30 (7.5 hours per day); weekly
work pattern to be agreed.

Environmental Monitoring Solutions Ltd (EMS) provides environmental
compliance monitoring and management services to blue chip clients
across a broad spectrum of sectors. The solutions that we offer are
wide-ranging and our target audience is varied. It is important that our
communications strategy matches with our rapidly expanding customer
base. Managing and optimising our digital communication channels is
key in reaching existing customers and targeted prospects.We are
looking for an enthusiastic and proactive digital marketing assistant to
support the growth of the EMS Group. This is a fantastic opportunity to
develop your skills and experience in an exciting new role. You will form
part of the Business Development team, working closely with the
Communications Officer to support the marketing strategy to enable the
business plan to be met.
The Digital Communications Assistant will help to manage and enhance
our web presence, including our websites and social media channels.
The main goal will be to drive high-quality traffic to our websites by using
proven optimisation techniques.

31/08/2021 Bill Hilton Via your work coach
at JCP



•Source keywords for blogs, press releases, social media updates and
marketing campaigns
•Develop SEO strategies to promote content and drive traffic
•Run PPC accounts
•Compile reports on website and PPC performance
•Assist with website maintenance
•Assist with social media management and post scheduling
•Assist with creation of digital content – graphics/videos/blogs/news
articles etc.
•Assist with other marketing duties

S4 7U Kickstart Graduate
Environmental

Consultant

VAC2020102259

£10.00 per hour

Normal working hours agreed 09:00 to 17:30 (7.5 hours per day); weekly
work pattern to be agreed

Environmental Monitoring Solutions Ltd (EMS) provides environmental
compliance monitoring and management services to blue chip clients
across a broad spectrum of sectors.
EMS’s Advisory Team help clients maintain legal compliance and
improve their environmental credentials and performance. Service
include maintaining legal registers, to environmental audit,
implementation and maintenance of ISO14001 Environmental
Management Systems, and the preparation of environmental permit
applications. The team works across many sectors including food and
drink, healthcare, manufacturing, and heavy industry. The team works
with monitoring and compliance experts in other parts of the EMS Group
resulting in a wide variety of work for the team.
•Provide support to other consultants in order for them to help our
customers maintain compliance and enhance their environmental
performance
•Ensure that services are delivered in line with the company's ISO9001
standard
•Build and maintain internal relationships and communicate effectively in
order to manage line manager’s expectations
•Fulfil specific duties requested by the company based on professional

31/08/2021 Bill Hilton Via your work coach
at JCP



competencies

S4 7UQ Kickstart Junior Field
Engineer

VAC2020102260

£6.45 per hour

Normal working hours agreed 09:00 to 17:30 (7.5 hours per day); weekly
work pattern to be agreed.

Although this is initially a kickstart this role will progress onto an
apprenticeship which will be paid at £6.45 p/h.

31/08/2021 Bill Hilton Via your work coach
at JCP

S3 8LS Kickstart Marketing &
Community
Coordinator

VAC2020102404

£4.55- £8.20 per hour

Monday to Friday, 8 am – 8 pm. The exact schedule will be agreed upon
with the candidate.

Kollider, located in the heart of Sheffield’s city centre is a new destination
to work, host, socialise and play. There is a diverse, ambitious
community growing within our spaces and we’re proud to house a variety
of outstanding, independent, local, national and international brands.
We're home to Kommune, The National Videogame Museum, Kurious,
impressive events spaces and a myriad of start-up and high growth tech,
digital and creative businesses, many a part of the Kollider Eagle Lab.
During the Covid pandemic, we saw a need to increase content within
our strategic communication channels as well as enhancing our existing
customer relationships.
The Kickstart Scheme provided the perfect opportunity to not only further
develop our current communications strategy but give a willing
participant the opportunity to gain industry experience in a fast paced,
digital and tech environment.
•Curate and distribute weekly news content for the Kolldier Blog

31/08/2021 Bill Hilton Via your work coach
at JCP



•Help coordinate, plan and schedule virtual workshops and events
including listing online, promoting through the network and facilitating the
smooth running of the event
•Curate and distribute a monthly e-newsletter, using the content from the
weekly news stories along with upcoming events, relevant industry
updates and exciting community developments
•Help plan, schedule and coordinate the distribution of content across
social media channels
•Work with the management team to support the delivery of the monthly
business plan
•Front of house duties, including sorting and distributing mail, general
housekeeping and welcoming members/ visitors and engaging with the
Kollider Ealgle Lab community

Kickstart Content
Creator

VAC2020102467

£4.55 - £8.20 per hour

25 hours - this is flexible in terms of how they want to spread this out.

The EMS Group provides a holistic offering focussed on environmental
compliance monitoring and management services to clients across a
broad spectrum of sectors. The solutions that we offer are wide-ranging
and our target audience is varied. It is important that our communications
strategy matches with our rapidly expanding customer base. Managing
and optimising our digital communication channels and creating
engaging content is key in reaching existing customers and targeted
prospects. We are looking for a creative content creator to support the
growth of the EMS Group. This is a fantastic opportunity to develop your
skills and experience in an exciting new role.
The Kickstart Scheme will provide us with the perfect opportunity to bring
creative content design in-house. This would be extremely valuable to
the business and would allow us to develop a bank of designs and
videos to use in our current and future marketing campaigns. We would
be delighted to offer this opportunity to a graduate or someone with
experience to provide them with 6 months of valuable work experience.
•Creating videos/animations

31/08/2021 Bill Hilton Via your work coach
at JCP



•Designing graphics for digital and printed use
•Designing of brochures and flyers
•Creating infographics
•Coming up with new ways to display information to our target audience

S3 8GW Kickstart UX/UI
Designer

VAC2021102565

£4.55- £8.20 per hour

Monday - Friday 0900 - 1700

Job Purpose:
The UX/UI Designer’s primary role will be to turn our software into
easy-to-use solutions for our clients. UX/UI Designer responsibilities
include gathering user requirements, designing graphic elements and
building navigation components. It is expected the Designer should have
experience with design software and wireframe tools. The UX/UI
Designer will create both functional and appealing features that address
our clients’ needs and help us deliver high-quality technical solutions.
Job Duties:
● Works under the direction of the CTO and at times the Company
Directors to help deliver on the company’s  software solutions for clients.
● Gather and evaluate user requirements in collaboration with product
managers and engineers
● Illustrate design ideas using storyboards, process flows and sitemaps
● Design graphic user interface elements, like menus, tabs and widgets
● Build page navigation buttons and search fields
● Develop UI mockups and prototypes that clearly illustrate how sites
function and look like
● Create original graphic designs (e.g. images, sketches and tables)
● Prepare and present rough drafts to internal teams and key
stakeholders
● Identify and troubleshoot UX problems (e.g. responsiveness)
● Conduct layout adjustments based on user feedback
● Adhere to style standards on fonts, colors and images requirements
● Proven work experience as a UI/UX Designer or similar role
● Knowledge of wireframe tools (e.g. Wireframe.cc and InVision)
● Up-to-date knowledge of design software like Adobe Illustrator and

31/08/2021 Bill Hilton Melise Jones
melise.jones@tccs.i
o
0114 303 4070



Photoshop

S40 1DN Kickstart Cafe
Assistant

VAC2021102693

£6.00- £8.75 per hour

Wed-Sat Detailed hours TBD 25 hours per week

We are a community non-profit company who provide services in our
local area to help with isolation, mental health support, economic
development & access to affordable transport. We are scaling our
operations up following a period of closure of the community hub during
the COVID pandemic. We are keen to provide employment & training to
a local young person as part of our social impact.

The role will involve assisting in our community café, including: •
Welcome meet/greet & explain COVID procedures • Customer Service &
Community Care: providing great service in the café & looking after the
people who come in • Taking money & operating the till • Waiting on
tables • Cleaning the kitchen & customer spaces • Assisting with
events/activities planning & management • Preparing & serving hot and
cold drinks • Preparing & presenting

31/08/2021 Bill Hilton

S9 1BH Kickstart Sales
Assistant

VAC2021102730

£4.55- £8.20 per hour

Monday – Thursday 8.30-3.30
Friday 9-12

As a sales assistant , they will be responsible for responding to
enquiries, gathering required information for clients and making sure
they understand the products will be a key factor to the role.
They will also be expected to use the sales funnel to track and keep on
top of potential leads, as well as updating the CRM system.

31/08/2021 Bill Hilton Via your work coach
at JCP



S9 1BH Kickstart Office
Administrator

VAC2021102732

£4.55 - £8.20 per hour

Monday – Thursday 8.30-3.30
Friday 9-12

The role of the administrator is to work in the office, answering calls ,
taking messages, diary management as well as assisting the manager
with filing and other office duties.

31/08/2021 Bill Hilton To apply, please
complete the
following

https://tinyurl.com/op
pshf

Please indicate the
kickstart job title and
company you are
interested in on the
form under other

S3 8BL Kickstart Coffee
Shop/ Catering

Assistant

VAC2021102767

£4.55- £8.20 per hours

We are looking for an employee to have knowledge and experience of
food service.  This is a new venture for us to offer customers the
opportunity to purchase fresh coffee, sandwiches, cakes and other
products.  This will be to make up tea/coffee and sandwiches on order
and serve people for payment.  All training will be given and hopefully
this will progress into a permanent supervisory/management position for
the right person.  It is an advantage to have a food hygiene certificate, or
we will offer training to obtain this.  This is a brand-new project for us and
we are looking for someone with confidence and willing to progress this
area for us.  You will be working alongside staff to learn all aspects in this
new area of opportunity.

30/08/2021 Sophie Mazzola To apply, please
complete the
following
https://tinyurl.com/op
pshf
Please indicate the
kickstart job title and
company you are
interested in on the
form under other

S7 1FS Kickstart Project
Support

VAC2021102759

£4.55- £8.20

Mon-Fri, 10.00am-3.00pm, can be subject to negotiation

CADS - Creative Arts Development Space operates studios for rent per
month and space for hire day.
Running numerous buildings across Sheffield including the Abbeydale
Picture House and Eagle Works. As a charity it exists to provide, support
and promote the arts.

31/08/2021 Bill Hilton Via your work coach
at JCP
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S3 8BL Kickstart
Programmes and

Educational
Assistant x2

VAC2021102768

£4.55- £8.20

Monday to Friday 9.30am – 3.00pm 30mins for lunch (Provided Free)

We are looking for a confident, outgoing, artistic individual that can work
alongside our team to present programmes and be part of role play to
young people aged 10- 17 years. Good communications skills are
needed, and training will be given. The opportunity to work alongside
educational tutors gives a wide variety of options to this position that will
lead to a full-time position that could lead to delivery of our programmes
throughout South Yorkshire and Nationwide.

30/08/2021 Sophie Mazzola To apply, please
complete the
following
https://tinyurl.com/op
pshf
Please indicate the
kickstart job title and
company you are
interested in on

S18 2XN Kickstart Apprentice
Helpdesk and

Systems Support

VAC2021102795

£4.55- £8.20

Monday – Friday. 08:30 – 17:30 45 minutes for lunch

● To assist the Network Engineer & Service Leader in ensuring the
use of computers within the Group remains within the provisions
of the relevant acts of parliament, currently being the Computer
Misuse Act, the Data Protection Act and Copyright Law

● To assist the IT Project Manager & Developer with support of
internal written and third party systems to enhance the level of
support provided.

● To Provide Support for all IT and technology systems
● To assist in ensuring the use of computers falls within the

Information Security Policy
● To assist in the provision of an effective hardware maintenance

and installation service with regards to all servers, Computer
Equipment, peripherals, network and communications equipment

● To assist in the provision of an effective end user support service,
encapsulating advice and guidance, live call handling and follow
up action in order that the Group may utilise the computer and its
systems to maximum effect

● To ensure that the IT Help Desk is manned during the defined
opening hours and that all calls are handled in accordance with
our standard operating procedures and within our quoted service

30/08/2021 Sophie Mazzola Via your work coach
at JCP
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levels
● To install and support software, giving brief ad-hoc training to

users where required
● To keep abreast of innovations and developments within the IT

industry, ensuring that such developments are fully considered
and introduced after consultation and agreement with the Head of
IT

● To report to the Network Engineer & Service Leader on a
continuous basis verbally and/or in writing highlighting problems
or potential problems and areas of activity or performance in
respect to computer usage throughout the Group, requiring
special consideration or attention

For the right person, this role could lead to a permanent position and
further education.

S6 2BY Kickstart Account
Management and

Sales Officer

VAC2021102938

£4.55- £8.20 per hour

Exact times would be discussed with the successful applicant, but all
office hours are within 09:00-17:30 Mon-Fri.

This role involves:
● Liaising with clients via phone and email and making sure all the

competition slots are filled with prizes provided by the clients.
● Approving and checking copy and images.
● Communicating with clients via phone and email.
● Ensuring that we manage the expectations of the client and

provide solutions for their needs thus ensuring that they work on
a regular basis with them.

● Building good relationships and understanding the brands we
work with.

● Logging information on the CRM system.
● Up-selling and encouraging clients to undertake paid Prize

Sponsor Features.
● Liaising with our marketing team to make sure that competitions

exceed client expectations in terms of entries and engagement.

31/08/2021 Sophie Mazzola Via your work coach
at JCP



S1 3LT Kickstart Online
Sales Administrator

VAC2021102679

£4.55- £8.20 per hour

5 days – 5hours per day 9am-2pm
alternatively
4 days – 6.25 hours per day 9am-3:45pm (30 mins lunch)

-IT literate
-Familiar with Office programs (i.e. Excel, Outlook, Word)
-Familiar with graphics software such as Photoshop (desirable)
-Familiar with website content management systems such as
Wordpress/Magento (desirable)
-Organised
-Good communicator
-Good with detail
-Comfortable with Data entry tasks/data administration
-Able to follow a project through from start to finish
-Can work as a team successfully
-Happy to work in a customer facing environment

30/08/2021 Sophie Mazzola Via your work coach
at JCP

S6 3NA Kickstart Front Desk
Coordinator x 2

VAC2021102892

£4.55 - £8.20 per hour

25 hours per week
Hours of business for Zest are 7am to 8pm Monday to Friday and
Saturday 7am until 6pm and Sunday 9am until 2.30pm. An example shift
might be: 9am until 2.30pm with 30 mins for lunch. Exact times to be
agreed.

● To provide a friendly, welcoming and efficient reception service as
the first point of contact.

● To ensure that all customers receive a high quality service.
Supporting the team with administrative tasks so the service runs
efficiently and effectively.

● Managing room bookings and a calendar of events of what’s on
weekly.

31/08/2021 Bill Hilton Via your work coach
at JCP



S6 3NA Kickstart Digital
Marketer

VAC2021102893

£4.55 - £8.20 per hour

25 hours per week
Hours of business for Zest for Work are 8am to 6pm Monday to Friday.
An example shift might be: 9am until 2.30pm with 30 mins for lunch.
Exact times to be agreed

We are seeking a dynamic, creative and ambitious person who has an
interest in developing their skills for a potential career in marketing/PR
communications.
We want somebody who is eager to learn and is willing to ask for help
and support from their colleagues.
You will support Zest values being passionate about contributing to the
wider team that enables individuals to lead successful and healthy lives.
By proactively promoting all services Zest has to offer and various
opportunities such as training courses, events and its amazing facilities.

31/08/2021 Bill Hilton Via your work coach
at JCP

S35 0AR Kickstart Catering
Assistant

VAC2021102675

£6.55- £10.20 per hour

It will be a flexible work pattern that changes week to week. The majority
of work will typically be Wed-Sun. 25 hours per week.

The role will involve assisting in

• preparation of ingredients and managing the prep area to level 5
hygiene standards
• ensuring vans are fully equipped and stocked
• driving a van and trailer to events (not essential)
• setting up at events
• preparing food for guests through a combination of hand making pizza
bases, topping pizzas or cooking pizzas in the oven
• clearing up and packing down our set up
• full clean down and restock

06/09/2021 Sophie Mazzola To apply, please
complete the
following
https://tinyurl.com/op
pshf
Please indicate the
kickstart job tile and
company you are
interested in on the
form under other
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S3 7HQ Kickstart Data
Process Engineer

VAC2021102959

£9.50 per hour

Standard office hours are 9:30 to 5:30. The days of work are negotiable
and flexible working is offered. 25 hours per week.

The role will be within a high-tech engineering SME that works on a
range of R&D projects. Our company designs and manufacturers state of
the art sensors and measurement systems that are supplied to
engineering organisations worldwide. For many of the areas we work, we
are the only company doing what we do. We predominantly work in the
following markets: wind turbines, rail, marine, automotive, and
manufacturing. All of our products aim to increase efficiency and reduce
environmental impact.

The proposed role will be to assist in the collection, management,
processing and interpretation of data collected during testing campaigns.
This involves heavy use of software packages NI LabVIEW/Mathworks
Matlab and MS Excel.

For the acquisition of data, the successful candidate will need to use or
adapt pre-existing software to configure hardware systems based upon
the test campaign being run. This may include assembling bespoke
acquisition hardware systems if required. They may need to modify the
software to output saved data in the most appropriate format. Such
testing may be completed in our labs in Sheffield, or on customer sites.

During test campaigns a data management plan will need to be drawn
up, including test matrices, and data systematically collected and stored
in accordance with this. Complete test records will need to be kept and
data documented and archived appropriately.

Once a dataset is collected it will need to be processed to yield the
parameters of interest. This will involve the application of a range of
signal processing algorthims unique to each dataset depending on the
parameters under inspection and the required outputs.

10/09/2021 N/A Via your work coach
at JCP



The processed outputs will then need to be presented in a clear and
concise manner, including being written into a technical report. As part of
the report writing process some interpretation of the results will be
required.

S3 7HQ Kickstart Lab
Assistant/ Technician

VAC2021102960

£9.50 per hour

The role will be within a high-tech engineering SME that works on a
range of R&D projects. Our company designs and manufacturers state of
the art sensors and measurement systems that are supplied to
engineering organisations worldwide. For many of the areas we work, we
are the only company doing what we do. We predominantly work in the
following markets: wind turbines, rail, marine, automotive, and
manufacturing. All of our products aim to increase efficiency and reduce
environmental impact.

The post will be based in our instrumentation lab, our testing lab, and our
workshop based in Sheffield City Centre S3. As we are a small company,
the successful candidate will have a wide range of responsibilities across
the different sites. Training will be given for all work activities.

Across all sites, the successful candidates will be responsible for
supporting efficient and safe laboratory working activities. This will
involve the organisation and maintenance of tools and consumables
stock, introduce 5S methods, and writing/maintaining works procedures
and working with our health and safety officer to ensure all
documentation (risk assessments and COSHH etc) is up to date.

In the instrumentation lab, the lab assistant/technician will be involved in
all areas of sensor instrumentation/installation. This will involve
manufacturing cable assemblies, soldering transducers and printed
circuit boards (PCBs), testing sensor functionality, and assembling data
acquisition (DAQ) electronic systems.

In the testing lab, the successful candidate will support the setup and
running of experiments to validate the sensors and/or to acquire test

10/09/2021 N/A Via your work coach
at JCP



data for customers. This will include setting up the experimental DAQ
equipment, arranging the sensors, setting up the experiment, running
tests, recording data, backing up data, and potentially supporting the
results analysis. The successful candidate will also help ensure the lab is
kept organised and ensure safe working practice.

S3 7HQ Kickstart Office
Assistant

VAC2021102961

£9.50 per hour

Monday - Friday 10am -3pm
The role will be within a high-tech engineering SME that works on a
range of R&D projects. Our company designs and manufacturers state of
the art sensors and measurement systems that are supplied to
engineering organisations worldwide. For many of the areas we work, we
are the only company doing what we do. We predominantly work in the
following markets: wind turbines, rail, marine, automotive, and
manufacturing. All of our products aim to increase efficiency and reduce
environmental impact.

Primarily the role will be based in our office unit that sits alongside our
instrumentation lab, but you may also be required to work at our
additional lab on occasion. All facilities are based at Broad Lane in the
S3 postcode. From time to time it may be possible for you to work from
home if your specific tasks allow and your line manager is in agreement.

The role will comprise various general office support activities, assisting
our team of highly qualified staff members to help facilitate their work and
enable them to focus on tasks that utilise their specific skill sets. Day to
day tasks include (but not limited to), general office admin, office
organisation, packing, postage, light cleaning, shop/tea runs, support of
technical staff i.e. extra pair of hands, runner for required items etc.

Alongside general day-to-day activities you will also provide light PA
duties for the senior management team and also carry out more specific
tasks at their request. This may include research activities, booking
travel/accommodation, procurement, email drafting, electronic document
filing management etc. These tasks will be dependent upon your

10/09/2021 Sophie Mazzola Via your work coach
at JCP



capabilities and broader more challenging tasks will be available should
the successful candidate desire. If this is the case, training will be
provided.

The responsibilities will be flexible and require a candidate that enjoys
varied work, but is also quick to adapt and use their initiative to work
effectively and autonomously.

S6 1NJ Kickstart Warehouse
Assistant

VAC2021102969

£4.55- £8.20 per hour

The job placement we have at Sorelle UK is for a warehouse assistant
role.
The main responsibilities of this role will be:

● To organise and maintain the stock room and warehouse
Receiving, checking, recording, organising and storing stock as it
is received

● Taking inventories of stock and products and ensuring that they
are safely and properly stored

● Ensure that all stored materials are clearly labeled
● Ensure easy movement, maintenance and systematic

arrangement of stock and warehouse
● Keep a clean and safe working environment and optics space

utilisation
● Report any discrepancies to manager
● Communicate and cooperate with coworkers and managers
● Regular stock takes and perform inventory controls
● Loading and unpacking incoming deliveries
● Packing and dispatching deliveries
● Liaise with supply and logistics assistant
● Maintain stock records and documents
● Picking products for customers orders
● Packing products for customers order
● Prepare and complete orders for delivery within shipping time

frame needed

10/09/2021 Asima Zahir Via your work Coach
at JCP


